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 OL-31
darkroom safelight for spatial illumination

• Features
Darkroom safelights OL-31 are sources of safe illumination for working with a sensitive photographic
material. Safelights can be used for spatial illuminating, e.g. for lighting of darkrooms or workplaces and in
similar cases.

• Description
The safelights consist of the adjustable wall-mounted steel box with the built-in electronics. The illuminator
can be easily adjusted to any direction. The light emitting diodes (LED) chain is used as a light source. The
main switch and the flexible power cable are placed on the lower side. The output window is covered with
a transparent plastic. The illuminators are available for line voltage of 220-240VAC 50-60Hz as default.
When required, the safelights for line voltage of 110-125VAC, 12VDC/AC or 24VDC/AC can be supplied.
In special cases, when working with more types of photographic materials, safelights with switchable light
colors (for example yellow / red for blue- or green sensitive X-ray films) can be used.

The safelights provides practically exactly monochrome light with an expected lifetime more than 50,0000
hours, and the spectral composition of the light source is not changed during the time. The safelight is
practically not heated and it has minimum power consumption.

Using suitable type of LED the light conditions of illuminated space can be adapted to the spectral
sensitization of processed photographic material. The dominant wavelength of safelight source must be
chosen besides of the sensitization area of the photographic material.

Safelight dimensions (without the wall-grip) are 275 x 75 x 50 mm. The steel case is stove enameled
(RAL 7032 light gray as standard).
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• Available types
The darkroom safelights OL-31 are produced in basic types as follows. Please, contact
your dealer in case of special requirements.

mains voltage / code number
safelight type 230VAC 110VAC 24VAC/DC 12VAC/DC

power
[W]

color
of light

dominant
wavelength

[nm]

number
of LEDs

OL-31/590 230 100 301 - - -
OL-31/590 110 - 100 331 - -
OL-31/590 24 - - 100 311 -
OL-31/590 12 - - - 100 341

yellow 590 24

OL-31/550 230 100 302 - - -
OL-31/550 110 - 100 332 - -
OL-31/550 24 - - 100312 -

green 550 24

OL-31/615 230 100 303 - - -
OL-31/615 110 - 100 333 - -
OL-31/615 24 - - 100 313 -
OL-31/615 12 - - - 100 343

amber 615 24

OL-31/660 230 100 304 - - -
OL-31/660 110 - 100 334 - -
OL-31/660 24 - - 100 314 -
OL-31/660 12 - - - 100 344

red 660 24

OL-31/dual 230 100 306 - - -
OL-31/dual 110 - 100 336 - -
OL-31/dual 24 - - 100 316 -

5

yellow red 590/660 45

The OL-31/dual safelight is equipped with the dual-color switchable light source. It is designed for the
darkrooms where unsensitized and orthochromatic film materials or blue- and green sensitized X-ray films
are changed.

Low-voltage variants (24V) enable to use during upgrading of old darkrooms original separated wire
distributions supplied with the safety voltage 24V. Safelights for 12 V can be used in mobile darkrooms,
where the equipment is supplied from 12V automotive batteries.

Safelights for 110-125V mains voltage are equipped with the US-type power plug.

• Suitability for photographic material

color/dominant wavelength [nm]
material type

red
660

amber
615

yellow
590

green
550

b/w papers + + +
multigrade papers + +
unsensitized graphic films + + + +
orthochromatic graphic films +
special (photoplotter) graphic films +
blue-sensitive medical X-ray films + + +
green-sensitive medical X-ray films +
dental X-ray films +
personal monitoring (dosimetric) films +
industrial (NDT) X-ray films +
color papers +
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